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Principle 6 :

Strengthen Effective Risk Management and Internal Control

1. Internal Control and Risk Management
The Board of Directors and the Company have emphasized greatly on the internal control system, both in  

the executives level and the operational level in order to reflect the long lasting efficiency and the effectiveness in all areas, be in the  

internal atmosphere, operational risk assessment and risk management policy covering the whole organization, in order to  

prevent corruption cases which might incur and to provide training the policies and practices of the Company’s anti-corruption, 

to cultivate denying to pay bribes for the benefits of the Company’s business. Moreover, the risk assessment of controlling and 

monitoring the media and communicational system has to be done continuously, as well as clearly distributing responsibilities.  

In these, the good corporate governance system to achieve a good counterbalance and the connected transactions have to be  

monitored appropriately. 

In addition, for the internal control of the financial system, financial liquidity and repayment condition, the Company has  

prepared a financial report by appointing the executive in charge with the Audit Committee to review and assess the adequacy  

of the reports by utilizing the Internal Control Integrated Framework of the Committee of Sponsoring Organization of the Treadway 

Commission (COSO) in the form of Enterprise Risk Management or COSO ERM, which consisted of 

1. Control Environment

2. Risk Assessment

3. Control Activities

4. Information and Communication

5. Monitoring Activities

These were to identify potential events that might impact the organization, and managed to be in its risk appetite level,  

to provide confidence that the performance has achieved the objective of the organization. Independent internal auditors,  

assigned by the Audit Committee, would take responsible for auditing the accuracy and transparency of information as of the annual 

operational plan which has already been approved, and reporting the review results to the Audit Committee for acknowledgment. 

The audited result would be presented to the Board of Directors for acknowledgment every quarter. In case of any suggestions  

or significant defects, the internal auditor would report to the Audit Committee, and present to the Board of Directors for consultation  

and further improvement.

For the authorization of each transaction, the Company’s best interests should be considered, by following the authorization  

chart. The future transactions could only be authorized by those who have no stakes in the said transactions.

In year 2023, the Audit Committee has reviewed the various operating systems, and has prepared “Attachment 6” Report of 

the Audit Committee and Report of the Nomination and Remuneration Committee, on page 269-271. 
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Details
Amount (Baht)

TNDT Subsidiaries

The annual audit fee for the year ended December 31, 2023. 1,100,000.00 620,000.00

The quarterly review fee for the period ended March 31, 2023. 205,000.00 55,000.00

The quarterly review fee for the period ended June 30, 2023. 205,000.00 55,000.00

The quarterly review fee for the period ended September 30, 2023. 205,000.00 55,000.00

The review fee of compliance with BOI. 80,000.00 00.00

Other Services fee Charge the expenses as occurred.

Total 1,795,000.00 785,000.00

Overall 2,580,000.00

3. Conflict of Interest / Connected Transaction

Conflict of Interest / Trading of Company Securities / Insider’s Information and Information Technology System 

To prevent conflict of interest issue, the Board of Directors has overseen the Company by the policies of information 

disclosure, management of confidential information to prevent data leakage, protection of confidential information and market  

sensitive information. There were the policies and procedures to prevent the Directors, the Executives or the connected person from 

using insider’s information for personal benefits as follows:-

(1) Reporting of Conflict of Interest must have been approved by the Board of Directors. In all, to approve the connected  

transaction, the Company must have been taken into consideration of the best interest, fairness, rationale behind transaction and 

consistency  with market pracetice.

(2) Overseeing of Insider’s Information Usage. The Board of Directors had a policy to prevent any Director or Executive to  

benefit from the significant insider’s information that would be market sensitive information. The Board of Directors should convene the 

meeting, vote on the issue with the consent from the Audit Committee, and report to the SET on the following working day. Therefore, 

the Directors and Executives did not have an opportunity to use such confidential insider’s information for personal benefits.

(3) The Directors, Executives and connected person should disclose the stakeholding information and their trading or holding  

of Company’s securities and the connected persons as well.

2. Guidelines and duties of the Audit Committee
2.1 Duties of the Audit Committee

   Please see the “7.3 Information about Sub-Committees” in the title of “Audit Committee” page 110-111 and  

the Company’s website (www.tndt.co.th) page “About TNDT”, in the title of  “Executives”, subtitle of “Audit Committee”.

2.2 Remuneration of Auditors 

The Remuneration of Auditors for the Company and its subsidiaries

1. Remuneration of auditors

For the year 2023, A&A OFFICE Company Limited, certified public accountant of SEC, has been appointed as  

the Auditor to audit, review and express its opinion to the financial statements of the Company and its Subsidiaries.  

The Remuneration was in the amount of  2,580,000.00 baht (including remuneration for both the Company and subsidiaries), they were 

quarterlymonitoring at 260,000 baht, the year ended audit fee at 1,720,000 baht, and the review of compliance with BOI at 80,000 baht. 

The financial statements of the Company and its Subsidiaries were accredited by the Auditor without any comment or history of submit-

ting the quarterly year ended financial reports longer than the restriction of The SET and no any history of amendment of the financial  

statements by the SEC.

2. Other Fee

In 2023, No any other expense charged.
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The Company has disseminated knowledge, communicated and reviewed policies to prevent directors and executives, including 
employees who have been working in related departments, to use internal information for the benefit of themselves or others which were 
considered to exploit other shareholders. Therefore, all directors and executives should disclose interest information or the company’s 
securities holding or changes during the first month before Financial statements disclosure to the public, both their own and those con-

nected to the board (Should not buy-sell one month in advance before public disclosure of financial statements) 

In addition, the Company’s new directors or executives including those involved should report their holdings of  
the Company’s securities within 30 working days after being appointed, as well as report the trading of securities at least 1 day  
in advance or report changes in securities holdings within 3 working days after buying, selling, transferring or receiving transfers. Such 
information should be submitted to the Board regularly or notified to the Company Secretary for reporting to the SEC, in accordance 
with Section 59 of the SEC Act of 2535, and disclosed in form 56-1 One report.

In 2023, No any employees in related departments buy, sell, transfer or receive transfers and no any Directors, Top Executives, 
Executives including the related employees use internal information for their benefits or others in any unlawful way.  

The Company has also required Directors and Executives to be aware of the operations with characteristics of connected  

transactions and conflicts of interest which the Company might have, should be operated with transparency, accountability,  

reasonable pricing, and fair and at arms’ length. In addition, there were measures for the Company to allow the Audit  

Committee to comment on the necessity of entering such connected transaction or conflict of interest, whether the prices were 

reasonable and appropriate by considering various conditions which shall be normal trading operations at the market price. 

In the case of the Audit Committee did not have expertise in considering any connected transactions, the Company would  

provide knowledgeable and special expertise persons, such as auditors, property appraisers, law firms being a third party and  

independent to comment on such connected transactions The comments would be for the decision making of the Audit  

Committee and present to the Board of Directors or shareholders, a case by case. In case of transactions that were required to disclose  

the information, or requesting approval from shareholders, in accordance with the regulations of the SET, the Company would disclose 

details and reasons of such transaction to shareholders in advance, before entering the transaction. 

In 2023, the Company did not enter into any connected transactions that violated or not complying with the rules of  

the SET and the SEC.  In addition, the Company would disclose internal information that might affect the investment and the personal 

benefits of the directors, executives or those involved on that date immediately or before 09.00 a.m. on the next day (if any).

4. Anti-Corruption
Please see the details on “9.1.2 Anti - Corruption” on page 170-171, and on the Company’s website (www.tndt.co.th)  

page “Sustainability” in the title of “Anti-Corruption”

5. Whistle-blowings / Complaints / Comments or Suggestions
The Company has disclosed the information under the title “Anti-corruption” on page 170-171.  During 2023, no any  

whistle-blowings, complaints or etc. were submitted to the Company




